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- Municipality of Tirana participated in the TAIEX project on FPR on TDG
- A TAIEX Study visit on Fire prevention capacity building in case of TDG
- Activities during the transport of dangerous goods, Helsinki – Finland
- The Study visit was also in Sweden during the week 26 - 30 June 2023
- Directorate of Fire protection and rescue welcomed an Expert Mission
- The EU Experts visited FPR premises in Tirana during September 2023
- Ongoing activity of firefighting and rescuing operations were reported
- The project is carried out with the General Directorate of DGFPR, MOI
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- Fire protection and rescue service is according to Law No. 152/2015
- Our FPRS service is a specialized structure of permanent readiness
- The Directorate of the FPR Service in the municipality at local levels
- The Directorate at local level is a structure subordinated to the Mayor
- It represents the basic operating and inspection structure in the field
- Fire protection and rescue in Albania report on the FPR performance
- The Mayor gets updated and DGFPRS Directorate/Ministry of Interior
- The FRPRS attended the Regional IPA on Floods and Fires components
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- The project carried out workshop in Albanian Railways and the FPR
- Directorate of Fire protection and rescue service workshop in Durres
- The aim was to examine the procedures put in place for emergency
- Our response in the event of an accident involving dangerous goods
- During TAIEX the FPR gained understanding of EU practice
- Procedures for emergency response to accidents involving dangerous goods were discussed according to the different types of goods TDG
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• Our particular attention is paid to the hazard identification numbers
• The workshop was attended by the National Chemical Agency (NEA)
• The project provided information on the FPR protective equipment
• Firefighting equipment and communication with transport companies
• In the event of an accident with transport of dangerous goods by rail
• The emergency vehicles and IT tools and best practices were promoted
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• Lesson learnt about the vehicles and the technical requirements
• Expert consultations carried with state technical industry inspectors
• Quantities of extinguishing agents/ features of protective equipment
• During the project of exchanging information gained best practice
• Transport of dangerous goods/ damage prevention and action related
• In case of hazards and accidents in transport of dangerous goods
• Transport authorities referred the protocol in case of emergencies
• Safety in transport and administering of that infrastructure is a must
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- Municipality of Tirana / Directorate of FPR promoted safety everyday
- There are organized many activities with the schools and academia
- The insurance of housing and buildings is also highly recommended
- The fire protection and rescue services is regulated through Laws
- The law on fire protection and rescue, and law on civil protection
- The action plan deriving from the TAIEX on FPR and TAIEX on 112
- The emergency numbers which are actually in use shall be unique
- Drafting of new Decision (DCM) on the Unique no. 112 is expected
Raising Awareness Activities of FRPS service in the Municipality of Tirana Firefighting Directorate in Tirana with National Emergency structures, medical and schools
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• The follow up from the TAIEX from the FPR Directorate/Service Sector
• Organizing and directing activities of the FPR service for intervention
• In cases of extinguishing fires/saving lives/property/the environment
• Intervention in accidents/disasters/caused by human hands
• Directing extinguishing massive fires/performance of actions
• Firefighting personnel is ready to save lives and properties
• Control of the FPR fire protection / measures / organization
• Programmed and authorized inspections of facilities in the territory
• Municipal service in accordance with principles of legislation in force
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- Answers for readiness of fire stations/vehicles and fire-fighting equipment
- Increasing efficiency in timely intervention to extinguish fires and save lives
- In the event of various disasters/evaluating the approval of fire protection
- In rescue projects applied in the municipality / any change of destination
- For use of facilities/activities carried out for FPR fire protection and rescue
- Undertaking measures when cooperate with local government structures
- Work for the establishment of the voluntary fire protection structures
- The professional adaptation according to the provisions of Law 152/2015
- Organizing demonstrative training with the community and with subjects
- Transfer know-how on fire protection actions in any emergency call 112